Fingerless Mitts using left-overs

4 colors, merino superwash sportweight, LeGare #47, large stitch size, colors listed refer to picture as knitted for sample

1.  Set up in scrap yarn with all needles in work.  Change to working yarn.  Exaggerate size of first round of stitches* and then do rehung selvedge.  Switch out 18 needles for 1X2 ribbing.  Knit 10 rounds (color A, white).

2.  Add in color B** for 10 rounds (Blue).
3.  Add in color C for 10 rounds (Orange).
4.  Add in color D for 10 rounds (Purple).
5.  Add in color A for 2 rounds (white); on 3rd round switch back to all stockinette.  Knit to row 8 and then move stitch in front of side hash mark to the forward needle and the one behind the hash mark to the rearward next needle.  Remove blank needles.  RAISE the first 20 needles behind the hash mark OUT of work.  Knit into area that is out of work.  Knit back to left part way and then push DOWN the rear needles into work.  At the same time RAISE the forward ones UP out of work so you can knit the complete row at the back.  Move the next stitch over at each end of the row and remove the blank needles leaving you 4 blank slots.  
6.On the 10th row, add in your next color (B, Blue).  Put a needle back into work at the end of each row starting at row 5 until all slots are filled and you can knit forward as usual.  You should have 2 rows that go completely around the cylinder in color B.
7. Add in color C (orange) and do 4 rounds.  Switch back into ribbing on round 5.  Complete the 10 rows and return to color D (purple) still in ribbing.
8.  Knit 12 rounds in final color.  You will use the extra rounds to unravel back when you are ready to finish the final end.  I went back to round 8, but you can leave 10 if you prefer.  
9.  Place final stitches on thin dp needles to cast off by hand.  Either turn the item inside-out to knit to the left or knit as if knitting on the inside.  (You will have P2, K1.)

Tips:
*Pull a loop of yarn about 3/4" down inside the cylinder and hold it there whie knitting ahead for 2".  Repeat around the cylinder.  Work each loop backward toward the yarn carrier increasing the size of stitches (approximately equal) so they are larger than you would be able to make them using your vcam.  This enables ease of hanging the first round of stitches onto the second round as well as a looser edge for comfort and softer shaping.
**When changing colors I feed the new color along with the terminating color for about 1.5" so those few stitches are doubled.  On the next round I knit in the tail of the new color yarn so there is no finishing required to weave in the ends when you are done.

You may want to use a counter if you are not making stripes and just write down the row on which you make your changes, especially if using a solid color throughout.

A thumb may be knitted by hand by picking up the stitches around the opening, but that makes it harder to take them off.  For me it wasn't worth the effort.

If you don't want to do ribbing after the palm section, you can finish in stockinette instead as long as you realize that your knitting will roll toward the outside and be a bit floppy.  For me, it's worth the effort to go back to ribbing so the item will remain flat with a more polished look.

The ribbing could be made much longer if you want arm warmers way up under (or over) your sleeves or to meet a short-sleeved tee shirt.

